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ABSTRACT 
We give an approach to the theory of effect-valued measures taking their values in the positive 
operators on a Hilbert space. The concept of operator-valued measure is fundamental in modern 
theories of quantum measurements. In the paper we introduce and study relations of dominance 
and equivalence between two effect-valued measures and concepts of maximal and minimal effect- 
valued measures. Characterizations of maximal effect-valued measures are obtained in the discrete 
case and in the case of commutative range. As an example we study the so-called Bargmann meas- 
ure which can be interpreted as a simultaneous non-ideal measurement of position and momentum. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern theories of quantum measurements the concept of operator-valued 
measure plays a fundamental role. Perhaps the first paper in which a positive 
operator-valued measure for quantum measurement purposes appears is [2]. 
Later on operator-valued measures have been used in considerations on si- 
multaneous measurement and joint probability in quantum mechanics (see e.g. 
WI). 
The most elementary example of a positive operator-valued measure (or ‘ef- 
fect-valued measure’) is a projection-valued measure A on R” which corre- 
sponds to the spectral decomposition of a commuting set of n self-adjoint op- 
erators (‘observables’). The application of A to a normalized quantum state 1c, 
leads to a joint probability measure ($, A$) on R” for the n simultaneous out- 
comes for measurements of the n ‘compatible’ observables. In this special case 
the measure ($,, A$) is a product measure of y1 measures on R. 
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In general an effect-valued measure _4 may represent, by taking marginals, a 
simultaneous measurement of some non-commuting observables. An im- 
portant example of this which has position and momentum measurements as 
its marginals can be found in Section 4. The first part of Section 4 can be un- 
derstood without having digested the preceding sections. A maximal effect- 
valued measure expresses, so to speak, the best possible joint measurement of 
several incompatible observables. 
Recently, De Muynck and Martens studied effect-valued measures on 
countable measure spaces. These measures have their values in the positive op- 
erators on jinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. There is no formal difference be- 
tween their ‘effect-valued measures’ and the ‘instruments’ in [2]. The main sub- 
jects of study in [7, 8, 91 are ordering relations, maximality relations and the 
inaccuracy principle. 
However, arbitrary measure spaces and positive operators on an infinite di- 
mensional separable Hilbert space are the natural setting for the concepts in [7, 
8, 91. In our paper we present the elementary general theory of effect-valued 
measures. In Section 2 we develop the concepts of dominance and equivalence 
between two effect-valued measures. Also some general properties of maximal 
and minimal effect-valued measures are discovered. Section 3 is devoted to 
characterizations of maximal effect-valued measures. In Section 4 as an ex- 
ample we study a simultaneous non-ideal measurement of position and mo- 
mentum. In our discussion the Bargmann representation of coherent states is 
fundamental. In the whole paper the Hilbert spaces we consider are always 
supposed to be separable. 
2. ELEMENTARY THEORY 
In this section we introduce concepts of dominance and equivalence between 
two effect-valued measures. An elementary theory of the concepts is developed. 
In particular, we examine general properties and maximal and minimal effect- 
valued measures. 
Definition 1. Let C be a a-algebra of subsets of a set 0, H be a separable 
Hilbert space, B(H) be the space of all linear continuous operators on H. 
A function A defined in C, which takes values in the set B(H)+ of positive 
operators of B(H), is called an effect-valued measure (EVM) on .E if: 1. A( f2) = I, 
2. X(UE”= xi) = cz”=, X(X) in the strong operator topology, where Xi E C, 
Xi fl Xj = 0 (i #j). 
We denote by m(O, C, H) the space of all effect-valued measures on C with 
values in B(H)+. The proofs of the following two remarks are straightforward. 
Remark 1. Consider the following norm on B(H): fix a dense subset ( yi)E , in 
H and put 
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Then the associated norm topology for ]] . (Iw coincides on bounded subsets of 
B(H) with the weak operator topology. 
For X E n(Q.E,H) put IX(X)] = ]]X(X)]],, X E C. We call (X] the weak var- 
iation of X. Although the weak variation depends on the choice of the dense 
subset of H, the next remark is valid for any choice of such a subset. 
Remark 2. The weak variation of X is a g-additive probability measure on C 
such that VX E C (X(X) = 0 e IX](X) = 0). 
Let us introduce the following notations. Let fl be a set, C be a a-algebra of 
subsets of 0, X E !E( R, C, H). For a measurable function f : R -+ C define [ f] = 
{g : R -+ C 1 g is measurable, X{u E Q If(u) #g(u)} = 0). Put L”(s2, X) = 
{]fl]f:~-,C. is measurable and bounded}. It is obvious from Remark 2 that 
the space Loo(O, X) coincides with the classical space LDc (G, C, IX]). As usual, 
for simplicity we identify a class [f] E Lm(R, X) and its ‘representative’ f as- 
suming that a relation f = g (f 5 g), for f7 g E L=(Q, X) means f(u) = g(u) 
(f(u) I g(u)) A- a 1 most everywhere. For f E Lm(R, X) we denote by suppf the 
support off (we again consider a concrete ‘representative’). 
Two sets X, Y E C are said to be X-equivalent if X((X\ Y) U (Y\X)) = 0. If 
X E C, then [Xl, is the class of all sets Y E C which are equivalent o X. We put 
C(X) = {[Xl, 1 X E C}. Then C(X) IS a Boolean a-algebra with the operations 
defined by [Xl, u [Y], = [X u Y],, X, Y E C etc. We also identify X(X) and 
X([X],). For x E H we denote by X, the H-valued measure on G defined by 
X,(X) = X(X)x, x E c. 
By a partition of 0 we mean a finite or countable family of pairwise 
disjoint sets from C such that their union is 0. If ,LL : 21 + B(H)+ 
is another EVM, we also introduce the following space: M(C, p) = 
{P:~*~“(%CL)]P(fl)=l o,, p(X)(w) 2 0 p-almost everywhere VX E C 
and p(UEt xi)(u) = CEt p(Xi)(u) p- a most 1 everywhere for any family 
(Xi):, of pairwise disjoint sets from C}. If p E M(C, p) then for simplicity we 
always choose a ‘representative’ p(X), X E C (from the corresponding class in 
L,“(Ri,b))suchthatO Ip(X)(w) < lforall~l~ Qt. 
Definition 2. For X E m(fii, Cl, H), /I E ilJl(f&, C2, H) we say that X is domi- 
nated by 1-4 denoting p + X, if there exists p E M(Ct , p) such that X(X) = 
Jr)? p(X)(v) dp(zl) in the strong operator topology, that is 
X(X)x = J- p(X)(w) dp.Ju) VX E Cl ‘dx E H 
Q2 
(in the sense of Dunford-Schwartz [3, pages 32223231). 
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Lemma 2.1. Let Cl, 212 be o-algebras of subsets of L’,,&, respectively. Suppose 
that k E ?Dl(&, L’z,H), p E M(Cl,,t~t). For X E Cl, x E H, we denote the 
vector JQ2 p(X)(u) dpt,(w) by X(X)x. Then X(X) E B(H)+ VX E Cl and X E 
n(G, G, H). 
Proof. Take X E 211. The function p(X) is pu,-essentially bounded for each x E 
H, so X(X)x is correctly defined. Therefore, X(X) is a linear operator defined 
on H. There exist sequences ( Yin)IC~ I c z12, YI:” n y = 0 (i # j), II E N and 
r$,;: 1, ur E Y,“, n E N such that X(X)x = limn,,CfL, p(X)(u~~)~(Y,“)x. 
Consequently, 
Hence, X(X) E B(H)+ ‘dX E C. 
It is obvious that A(J&) = I and X is finitely additive. To prove the a-ad- 
ditivity of A, take X, E El, X, j. 8 (n + 00). Then p(Xn)(u> + 0 (n -+ 00) p-al- 
most everywhere and 0 5 p(&) I 1. From [3, Theorem IV.lO.lO] we obtain that 
that is X(Xn) $0. 0 
Proof. Let p E M(CI, p), q E M(Ez, q) be the corresponding maps from the 
definition of p + A, q --f 1-1, respectively. For X E Cl, n E N put 
Thena 1 P(X) ( n + CO) in Lw(f12,p). Define a function r(X) E ~m(Q3,r7) 
as 
in the pointwise topology. Note that the function r(X) is defined q-almost 
everywhere. 
Further, it is a simple matter to verify that r(X) is finitely additive and 
r(fil)(w) = 1 for rj-almost all w E 0~. 
By means of arguments similar to a proof of the classical Lebesgue theorem 
one shows that r E M(.El, 7). To prove the required expression of X via Y and q, 
fix X E Cl, x E H. Using the Lebesgue theorem for vector-valued measures 13, 
Theorem IV.lO.lO] we get 
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= lim C ‘” q J q(Ui,.)(~~)dn.~(~‘) n-33 i=, f& 
2” i-1 
= lim C 
n+rx) i=, 
2” PL(Ui.n)X= X(X)X, 
what is required to prove. q 
Definition 3. Two measures X E ‘9.X( Qi, Cl, If), ,LL E ‘9.X( f22, Cl, H) are said to be 
equivalent, denoting X t) ,u, if X + p and p + X. For A E !?.R(Q, C, H) we de- 
note by [X] the set of all EVMS which are equivalent o X. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that ‘c)’ is an equivalence relation. 
Definition 4. X E .?lJ?(L?, , Cl, H) is called maximal (for the space H) if 
V~LE(Q,,E,,H) (p-X =+ #k++t-,). 
X E !E(Ri, Cl, H) is called minimal (for the space H) if 
VPL5qfl2,C2,H) (X-CL + A++P). 
Proposition 2.3. Let A be the trivial EVM: A : (0, L?,} 4 B(H)+, A(@) = 0, 
A(&) = I. Then: 
(a) [A] = {X E m(C, H) 1 X(X) = m(X) 1’ ‘JX E C, m is a probability measure 
on C}. 
(b) X + A for any EVM A. Moreover, X is minimal if and only ifX E [A]. 
Proof. (a) If X E [A], then 
X(X) = j- p(J’-j(v) dA(u) = pi ‘V’JL E C, 
aI 
where P(X)(VO) is a probability measure on C. Assume now that X0(.) = m(.)Z 
for a probability measure m. Then X0(X) = J,, p(X)(v) dA(v) for p(.) = 
m(.)lo,, that is A0 + A. On the other hand, X --+ A for any X E ‘E(0, C, H) 
since 
A(X) = Jp(X)(u)d+), X E {&flo), ~(0) = 0, p(flo) = 1~. 
R 
(b) We have proved in (a) that X -+ A for any EVM A. Hence, each EVM from [A] 
is minimal. The converse is also clear: if X is minimal then from the relation 
X + A and from the minimality we get X H A. 0 
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Unlike the minimal EVMS, the concept of the maximal EVM is much more 
deeper. We will characterize maximal EVMS in particular cases in the next sec- 
tion. Here we consider general properties of maximal EVMS. For A4 c B(H) we 
denote by MP the set of all projections in M. 
Remark 3. If X E XR(G, C, H) and p + X for ZL E 2?J2( fii, Cl, H), then A( C)p c 
PL(Z). 
Proof. For X E C, X(X) E B(ZQp we have X(X) = Jo, P(X) dp, P E WC, P). 
Put 
Y = SUPP P(X), n E N.
Observe that 
and 
or p( Yn) 5 n(Z - X(X)) = n(X(X))‘. So p( Y,) = 0 for any n E N and p(X) = 
1~. Therefore, X(X) = p(Y) E p(Ci). 0 
Introduce the concept of countable direct sum of EVMS. Let .Z be a finite or 
countable set. For Ai E B(fii, Ci, Hi), i E J let 6’be the disjoint union of Ri and 
C be the a-algebra of all sets X c 0 such that X n Ri E Ci, for every i E J. 
Then for H=eiEJ ZZi define X : C + B(H) as X(X) = eiEJ Xi(X n 0i). 
Clearly, X E n(0, C, H). The EVM X is said to be the direct sum of EVMS Ai, 
i E J, denoting by X = @JiEJ Xi. 
Proposition 2.4. Let X = BiEJ Ai, J be a$nite or countable set. Then X is max- 
imalfor the space H ifand only if.Ai is maximalfor the space Hi for each i E J. 
Proof. Let X be maximal and 
A@) = .l- po(X)dpo, P E W&PO), CLO E m(fio, co,Hk) V’x E & 
00 
for some k E J. Define an EVM ,LA : C' --+ B(H)+ as (eiZk Ai) @ po. Then for 
p : c --$ L”(fl’, p), P 
( > 
ivJ xi = lU;+kXi +pO(Xk), xi E Ci, 
we get p E M(C, ,u) and 
i P(X) dP = i$Ik d 1~ dXi + nS, PO(&) dpo = iFJ Xi(&) = X(X) 
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forX=Ui,,XiEC,thatis~ --) X. Therefore, X + p and b(Y) = Jfl q(Y) dX, 
q E M(C’, A), for each Y E C’. In particular, PO(Z) = p(Z) = so q(Z) dX for 
Z E Co. Moreover, ps(Rs) is the projection Pk on the space Hk, so that 
and 
PO(Z) = PO(~)PO(~~O) = iFJ L q(Z) dXi PO(~~O) = J q(Z) dX/c 
Q 
pk = Po(fio) = j- q(flo)dAk. 
f& 
Similarly to the proof of Remark 3 we obtain q(Qo) = lsUPPq(~,,~ and 
&(supp q(&)) = Pk = &(a,‘). Hence q(&) = 10~ and SO 4 1 CO E hf(&,, &). 
Thus xk -+ ~0, that is xk is maximal for the space Hk. 
Now suppose that Xi is maximal for the space Hi for each i E J. If X(X) = 
JQ, p(X) dp, p E M(C, CL), P E E(fl: C’, H), then Xi(fli) = Jo, p(fli) dpL, i E J. 
By Remark 3, for each i E J we have p(Gi) = lr, for some Yi E C’. Clearly, we 
can assume that ( Yi)i E J is a partition of G’. Hence, for Cl = {Y E C’ / Y c Yl}, 
i E J we obtain p 1 Cl + Xi and SO p(Z) = I,, qi(Z) dXi for Z E Cl, qi E 
M(CI, Xi). At last, define q : C’ -+ Lm(f2, A) by q(Y) = CiEJ qi( Y n Y,). Then 
Consequently, X is maximal. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let U be a unitary operator from the Hilbert space H onto an- 
other Hilbert space K, and X E E( 0, C, H) be maximalfor the space H. Then the 
EVM UX(.)U-' is maximalfor the space K. 
Proof. Clearly, UX(.) U-’ E ‘V?(R, C, K). The result follows from the obvious 
implications: 
Definition 5. (cf. [6, p.881) X E gl(0, C, H) 1s called injective if, for any f’ E 
L”(O,X), the equality J,f(u)dX(u) = 0 implies f(u) = 0 X-almost every- 
where. 
Remark 4. If X E Im(L?, C, H) is injective then operators X(X,), . . . , X(X,) are 
linearly independent for every partition (Xi);= 1 of Q. 
Proof. Take f = C:=, ailx,, oi E R in Definition 5. 0 
Remark 5. If X E m(J2, C, H) is projection-valued (that is, X is a spectral res- 
olution of identity), then X is injective. 
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Proof. Any real function f E L” (Q, A) can be decomposed into its positive and 
negative parts: f = f lx, - (-f )1x;, where X0 = f -‘[O, +CXI). Now the equality 
Jo f(u)Wu) = 0 implies J& f dX = J& (-f) dX. The positive operators in the 
left-hand and right-hand sides have orthogonal ranges because X(X,)X(X:) = 0. 
Therefore, 
A fdX= J- (-f)dX=O 
x0’ 
andsoflx,=flx;=O. 0 
Definition 6. (cf. [6, p. 321) Two EVMS X E 9X( 01, Cl, H), p E !I&( 02, C2, H) are 
said to be isomorphic, denoting X N- p, if there exists a Boolean isomorphism 
@ : Cl(X) + Cz(X) with the property X(X) = p(@([X],)). 
Here by a Boolean isomorphism we mean a bijective mapping @ : Cl (A) -+ 
,&(A) such that 
Remark 6. If X CZ’ ~1, then X +-+ p. 
Proof. Define p(X) = lr, Y E @([Xl,). Therefore, X(X) = Jo2 p(X) dp and 
p + X. By the symmetry, X + p. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let X E 9Jl(f5’1, Cl, H), p E ilJl(f22, &, H) be two equivalent EVMS 
which both are injective. Then X N p. 
Proof. Let 
X(X) = d P(X)(U) dk447 
p(Y) = .I- q(Y)(u)dX(u), 
01 
P E M(‘G, P), 
4 E M&2, A). 
Put r(X) = Jo, p(X)(v) dq(4 X E Cl (see the proof of Lemma 2.2). From this 
proof we have r E M(Ct , A) and Jo, r(X)(u) dX(u) = X(X) = Jo, Ix dX. 
From the injectivity of X we obtain JQz p(X)(v) dq(w) = IX. Since p(X)(v) I 
1 for p-almost all ZI E &, we get p(X) = IsUppp(~) and q(suppp(X)) = lx. Put 
@ : Cl(X) + E2(P)T @(WI,) = bPPPW1,. @ is injective: [suppp(X)], = [0], 
implies p(X)(v) = 0 p-almost everywhere and so X(X) = Jo2 p(X) dp = 0, that 
is X E [0],. Moreover, @ is surjective. In fact, from the symmetry we similarly 
get 
4(Y) = Luppq(Y)i P(SUPP q(Y)) = lY v’y E c2. 
Now for Y E C2 put X = supp q(Y). Then lsUppp~x) =p(X) = 1~. Hence, 
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[Yl, = [SUPPP(JI, E @(Cl(A)) v’y E c2. 
The mapping @ is a suitable isomorphism: take (X;)z 1 c Cl, Xi n Xi = 0 
(i #j). Then 
= 
Furthermore, @([KS+],) =
P(W +P(x) = 
[ 
G suPPP(x;) 
i=l I P 
= $, ]suPPP(Xi)lV = ip, @(]Xil,\). 
[SUPP PC-G )1/l = P21,,. Since 
IQ,, P(X) = ~S"PPP(X)~ P(W = lsuppp(XC). 
we have [suppp(Xc)], = [suppp(X)]L or @([Xc],) = (a([X],)C. 
From the properties of @ obtained we easily get the relations which are re- 
quired in the definition of a Boolean isomorphism. 0 
3. MAXIMAL EFFECT-VALUEDMEASURES 
Here further properties of maximal effect-valued measures are obtained. In 
particular, we get a characterization of maximal EVMS in the discrete case and 
in the case of EVMS with commutative range. 
Definition 7. A set X E C is called an atom of X E a(Q, C, H) if X(X) # 0 and 
if Y E C, Y c X imply that either X(Y) = 0 or X(Y) = X(X). An EVM is called 
non-atomic if the set of atoms of X is empty. X is called discrete if there exists a 
family (Xi)i,-J of atoms of X such that Xi fl Xj = 0 (i #j) and UiCJ Xi = Q. 
A discrete EVM is said to be 2-independent if operators X(Xi) and X(Xi) are 
linearly independent for all i #j, i,,j E J, where (Xi)iEJ is the set of atoms of X. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X E 9?(0, E,H), (Xi)i,-J be a family of pairwise disjoint sets 
from R and X(Xi) # 0 Ifi E J. Then the set JisJinite or countable. 
Proof. Let (vj)]t 1 be a dense subset in H and 
i E JI(X(X,)yj,yj)>i , j,n E N. 
Then the set Ji” is finite since otherwise { il, i2, . .} c Ji" and 
For any i E J we have X(Xi) # 0 and so (X(Xi) yj, vi) > 0 for some j E N. Hence, 
there exists n E N with the property (X(Xi)yj, vi) > l/n or i E Ji”. Therefore. 
J = U,“= 1 UJE 1 Jj” and we are done. q 
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Remark 7. Let X E B(Q, C, H) be discrete and (Xi)iEJ be the set of atoms of A. 
Then there exists a 2-independent EVM X0 which is equivalent o A. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that (Xi)i,J is a partition of 0. We can as- 
sume, without loss of generality, that C is generated by (Xi)iEJ. On the set 
(x(xi))i,.l we consider an equivalence relation: X(Xj) - X(Xm) if X(Xj) and 
X(Xm) are linearly dependent. Therefore, X(Xi)i,J is the union of the corre- 
sponding equivalence classes (X(Xi))iEJk, k E l7 We can assume that Jk fl J,,, = 
0 (k # m) and lJ kc r Jk = J. For each k E I’ choose nk E Jk. Consequently, 
X(Xi) = ai,k x(xnk) for SOme Qi,k > 0, i E Jk. Put 
yk = U Xi, k E I’, no = n, co = u Yk\A C r 
iE& { keA I 
and define 
x0 : co --+ B(H)+, xl) 
( 1 
U Y, = C C X(-Xi), A C I’. 
kEA kEA iE.?k 
It is a simple matter to verify that X0 E %R(&, ES, H) and X0 is 2-independent. 
Moreover, X0 c) A. In fact, for 
p : co + P(L?,X), P 
( > 
u yk = ‘UkfAYk, AC r 
kEA 
we have 
dP(k~Ayk)d~=kI$IA~(yk)=k~Ai~I~(X)=~O(k~Ayk) 
and so X + X0. On the other hand, define 
4 : JY - L”(fio, X0), 
ai,k 
q(xi) = CjEJk aj,k ‘fi 
if i E Jk and extend by the additivity to any set in C. From 
lYk = c lYk = 10, 
kcr 
we get q E M(C, X0) and the equality 
Theorem 3.2. Let X E ,%X(0, E:, H) be SUCK that X(Xi) = ci(., ei)ei, i E J, where 
(Xi)i, J is a partition offI, (ei)i, J is a set ofunit vectors in Hand (ci)iEJ ~10, 11. 
Then the following properties hold: 
(a) There exists a discrete EVM X0 such that X0 H X and (Xi)i, J is the set of 
atoms of X0. 
(b) X is maximal. 
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Proof. (a) Let CO be the a-subalgebra of C generated by the family (Xi)iEJ. 
Since X(X) is also one dimensional or zero dimensional for X c Xi, for each 
i E J there exists a positive measure [; : Ci -+ R+, Ci = {X n X; 1 X E C} such 
that <;(X;) = 1 and X(X) = <;(X)c;(., e;)e; for X c X;. Define X0 : Co ---f B(H)+ 
by X0 = X ) CO. It is obvious that (X;)iEJ is the set of atoms of X0. Let us prove 
that X c-) X0. Define 
p : co + LW(fL?,X), q : c ---f L”(fl, X0), 
P(Y) = lY, 4(x) = C Wnxi)lx, 
iEJ 
IfX=Up=, X,,XknX,=0(k#m)then 
kz, q(Xk) = 5 C Ei(Xk n xi)lxC = ;FJ kc, <i(Xk n xi)lx, 
k=l iEJ 
= ;FJ li(X n X)1x1 = 4x1 
in the pointwise topology. Therefore, 
4 E M(C, Aa), 
Moreover, 
P E MCO, A), ip(Y) dX = Aa(Y). 
L q(X) dXo = ;FJ <;(X n X;)Xa(X;) = ;GJ E;(X n X;)c;(., e;)e; 
= C X(X n X;) = X(X), 
icJ 
what is required to prove. 
(b) From (a) we can assume that X is discrete and (Xi);,/ is the set of atoms 
of A. Let 
/I E qfh,~l,m X(X) = f p(X) b> P E MC& PL). 
Ql 
Put Y; = SUppp(X;) and Y;,, =p(X;)-‘[l/n, 11, n E N. Observe that 
p(Yi.n) = j 1 dp I n J P(X) dp I n f p(X;) dp = n X(X) 
k;,” yi. n K 
= n Ci(‘, e;)f?i 
and SO p(Yi,n) = b;.,(.,ei)ei, b;,n 2 0. Since p(Y;,n) 1. I, b;,n 5 1 and p( Y;,,) 5 
(.,e;)e;. Therefore, p(Y;) = s-lim,+,p(Y;,n) 5 (.,e;)e; and hence p(Y;) = 
b;(., e;)e;, b; > 0. We have 
c;(., e;)e; = J p(X;) dp 5 /4 Y;) = b;(., e;)e; 
K 
Or C; 5 b,. 
From Remark 7 we may assume that X is 2-independent. Then p( Y; n yi) < 
p( Y;) = b;(., e;)e; and p( Y; n Yj) 5 bj(., ej)ei, that is p( Y; n Yj) = 0 and we can 
assume that Y; n Yj = 8 (i # j). Moreover, 
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C Cbi - ci)(., e&i = p ( ,U Yi) - ig X(X;) 5 Z - Z = 0. 
iCJ CEJ 
Consequently, bi = c; and ( Y;)i E J is assumed to be a partition of 0,. Applying 
the property (a) to the measure CL, we may replace p by a discrete EVM po such 
that (Y;);, J is the set of atoms of ~0. But now A is isomorphic to ~0 since the 
map Q, : C(A) + ~b,(PoL @([xilx) = [Yilpo can be extended to a Boolean iso- 
morphism. q 
Corollary 3.3. Let an EVM X be a discrete EVM. Then there exists a maximal dis- 
crete EVM,~ with theproperty p + X. 
Proof. Denoting by (X;)i, J the set of atoms of X we know that the set J is finite 
or countable. For each i E J there exists an increasing sequence of positive fi- 
nite dimensional operators (A;,,):! 1 c B(H) such that Ai,n A X(Xi) (n -+ m). 
Representing X(X;) as Ai, I + C,“=l (Ai++ 1 - Ai,n), we find a sequence of posi- 
tive one dimensional operators (Bi,.),“= 1 c B(H) such that 
X(&) = 5 I&, i= 1,2 ,... 
n=l 
in the strong operator topology. Now a suitable measure p can be defined, for 
example, on the a-algebra Ea of all subsets of J x N by 
In fact, p is maximal by Theorem 3.2 and X(X) = JJ x N p(X) dp V’x E E for 
p:C-+LOO(JxN,p), P (r c J). 
This completes the proof. 0 
Remark 8. The system (e;);, J from Theorem 3.2 need not to be an orthonormal 
basis in H. Consider, for example, the case H = R2. Take one dimensional 
projections 
The corresponding vectors are not orthogonal but 
2 4 5 CjPj = I, ___ ~ - _fi-l 
i=l cl=l+&’ c2=3+@ ti 
and we can easily define many EVMS X such that 
X(Xi) = c;Pi, i = 1,2,3, fi xj = 0, _X;flXj=0 (i#j). 
i=l 
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This example can be obviously extrapolated to an infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space H if we represent H as @p!, ffk, dim Hk = 2. 
Theorem 3.4. Let X E %R(.fl, C, H) be discrete and (Xi),EJ be the set of atoms of 
X. Then thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) X is maximal; 
(2) thereexistsasystem (ei)i,J ofunit vectors in Hand (ci)iCJ ~10, l] such that 
X(Xi) = Cj(., ei)ei. 
Proof. The implication (2) + (1) has been proved in Theorem 3.2. Now as- 
sume that X is a maximal EVM. It suffices to prove that X(Xi) is an one dimen- 
sional operator for all i E J. Suppose by the contrary that dim x(Xk) H > 2 
for some k E J. Then there exists E > 0 such that dim lrC,il(X(Xk))H > 2 and 
from the spectral theorem we get x(Xk) 2 aP. where cy ~]0,1], P is a projec- 
tion in B(H), dimPH > 2. Take x E PH, llxll = 1 and put Ai = a(.,x)x, A2 = 
x(Xk) - Ai. Construct an EVM p by the following way. We may assume, without 
loss of generality, that 
Xk = {u,v, w}, x((u)) = A(&), x({u}) = x((w)) = 0, u,‘U, M’ E fl 
and C is generated by {u}, {‘u}, {w}, (Xi)ijk. Let fi, be n\(u), Co be the o-sub- 
algebra of subsets of 0s generated by the family {{u}, {w}, {Xi}if k}. Define 
p : Co + B(H)+ by 
4(u)) = Al > cL({wI) = AZ, Pcx) = x(x) (x C Ui+k xi). 
It is clear that p E !IR(.&, Co, H). Moreover, for 
P : c - Lrn(flO,P), P(K) = l{u,,,.}, p(xi) = 1~~ (i # k) 
we have 
s P(xk) dp = A1 + A2 = x(xk), 
f&l 
iP(Xr)dP=X(X;) (i#k), PEM(C,CL). 
From Lemma 2.1, so, p(.) dp is an EVM on C and so for any X = Ui t d Xi 
(A c J) in C we have 
that is p + A. From the maximality of X we get 
p(Y) = .f q(Y) dA V’y E Co, q E M(Co,X). 
on 
Then @(.,x)x = I}) = Jo q({w})dX and so there exist P(x) ~10, l] and 
i(x) E J such that X(X+..) = ,0(x)(.,x)x. 
Thus, we can apply the construction for each vector x E PH, llxjl = 1 and 
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find the corresponding p(x) and i(x). If vectors x, y E PH, &xll = 11 yl( = 1, are 
linearly independent, then 
W+c) n xi(y)) I P(x)(.,x)x, X(&W n xi(y)) 2 P(Y)(~,Y)Y 
or X(Xj(Xj n Xi(y)) = 0. Since (Xi)iEJ is a partition of 0, that means that Xi(x) n 
XQ,) = 0 and i(x) # i(y). C onsequently, taking an uncountable family of unit 
pairwise linear independent vectors in PH, we obtain that the set J is un- 
countable, which contradicts Lemma 3.1. q 
For X E 2X(0, C, H) we denote by MA the von Neumann algebra generated by 
X(X), X E C, that is, MA is the second cornmutant X(C)“. 
Proposition 3.5. Let X E ZR(f& E, H) b e such that MA is commutative and M be a 
commutative von Neumann algebra with the property MA c M. Then ,LJ + X, 
where p is the spectral measure of an operator A which generates M. If, moreover, 
M = MA andM: c X(C), then p H X. 
Proof. There exists A E B(H), 0 5 A 5 I such that M = {f(A) If E CjO, l]}, 
where Q[O, l] is the set of all bounded Bore1 functions on [0, l] (see [5, exercises 
9.6.41, 9.6.431). Let fit = [0, 11, Cl be the a-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of [0, l] 
and p : Cl -+ B(H)+, ,u(Y) = ly(A) for Y E Cl. Since MA c M, for each X E 
C we get X(X) = px(A), px is a positive Bore1 function on [0, 11, px 5 1. Fur- 
thermore, p E M(C, p) because the strong topology in M corresponds to the 
pointwise convergence topology in Q[O, l] and X E XR(0, C, H). By the spectral 
theorem 
PX(A) = 4 PX(~) 444 v’x E C, 
that is p 4 X. 
Assume now that M = MA and MI c X(C). Therefore, for any Y E Et there 
exists X E E such that p(Y) = X(X). Using the choice axiom we can define a 
map @ : Cl(p) + C(X) with the property p(Y) = X(@( [ Yp)) VY E Cl. Note 
that 
4@(Pll,N = P(a) = 1 
and hence @([tit],) = [a],. 
If Y1, Y2 E Cl, Yt n Y2 = 0, then 
WWII,) n @(V21p)) 5 P(~I) A ~072) = 0 
and so @( [ Yl],) n ‘P( [ Y2],J = [0],. Since 
4@(v7,) u @([qJ = Pu(V + P(K) = 1, 
we get @([Y]‘,) = @([Y]JC VY E Ct. Moreover, take 
Yi E Cl, YinYj=O (i#j), Y= [ Yi. 
i=l 
Then 
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‘(Ci=l “) ’ > (i=l ‘1 i7 @([Y.l ) n@([y] )’ L E p(Y.) Ap(YC) =o 
and lJF”=, cP([YilP) c @([YIP). Similarly, 
I X /l(Yi)LAP(Y) 
i=l 
= ( iP, PCyi))’ AP(y) 
= p(Y)l A/A(Y) = 0, 
that is @([YIP) C UE, @([YiIp). S owe get @([Y],) = lJ:i @([Yi],) and hence 
for 
q :c, +Lm(n,X), 4(Y) = l@([Y]J 
we have 
4 E Mm > 4, .I- q(Y) dX = WWI,)) = P(Y), 
R 
what concludes the proof. q 
Theorem 3.6. Let X E m( f2, C, H) be a r?ZaXimd EVM. Then Mi is a commutative 
von Neumann algebra and (Mi)p c X(C). 
Proof. Take A E Mi, 0 < A 5 Z and consider the following EVM: 52, = [0, 11, 
Et is the a-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of [0, l] and 
CL: C, + B(H)+, P(Y) = lY(4. 
Let Co be the a-algebra of subsets of R x fli generated by sets of the form 
X x E, X E C, E E Cl. It follows from [ll, Theorem 2.31 that there exists an 
EVM 7: CO + B(H)+ such that q(X x E) = X(X)p(E) for all X E C, E E Cl. 
Now the equality 
X(X) =rl(Xx [O,ll) = J- lxxlo.i]drl 
n X [O. 11 
implies 17 -+ X and from the maximality of X we get X H 7. Consequently, there 
exists q E M(Co, A) such that 
X(X) l&4) = J q(X x E) dX V’x E C VE E C,. 
R 
In particular, 
l&4) = J- q(f2 x E) dX E MA. 
R 
Applying the spectral theorem, we have A E MA and so Mi c MA = MJ. It 
means that M{ is commutative. 
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Without loss of generality we may assume that the operator A generates Mi. 
Therefore, 
from Remark 3 and we are done. •I 
Theorem 3.7. Let X E fm(K2, E, H), M,P c X(E) and MA be a maximal commu- 
tative von Neumann algebra. Then X is a maximal EVM. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.5 we can assume that X is the spectral measure of an 
operator A which generates MA. Take p E %X( 01, Cl, H) for which p + X, that 
is 
Therefore, X(C) c iMp and so MA c Mp. On the other hand, Mf = X(C)p c 
p(EI) by Remark 3. But any projection P = p(Y) from p(Ci) belongs to the 
cornmutant of Mp since 
Pp(z) = p( Y)p(z n Y) + p( Y)p(z n YC) = p(z f-7 Y) = p(z)P 
for each Z E El. This implies that M{ c ML. Thus, MA c ML or Mp c ML = 
MA. Consequently, Mp = MA and M: = M,P c I. Now our theorem fol- 
lows from Proposition 3.5. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Zf MA is commutative for an EVM A, then there exists a maximal 
EVM~ such that p + A. 
Proof. Let p be the spectral measure of an operator A, which generates a 
maximal commutative von Neumann algebra A4 such that 44~ c 44. Combin- 
ing Proposition 3.5 and Theorem 3.7, we get that p is suitable. q 
Theorem 3.9. Let A E m( 0, C, H) and A4x has a separating vector in H. Then X is 
a maximal EVM ifand only if MA is a maximal commutative von Neumann algebra 
andM{ c X(C). 
Proof. The sufficiency is a particular case of Theorem 3.7. Assume now that 
X is a maximal EVM. Therefore, Mi is a commutative von Neumann algebra 
fromTheorem 3.6 and (M{)p c X(C). S’ mce there is a separating vector for MA, 
there is a generating vector for Mi. So Mi is a maximal commutative 
von Neumann algebra [5, Corollary 7.2.161, that is Mi = MI = MA and M{ = 
(M$P c X(C). 0 
Remark 9. If X is a maximal EVM from Theorem 3.9, then X need not to be 
projection-valued. We consider a very simple example of the case. Let 0 be the 
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disjoint union of two intervals [0, l] and [0, 11, C = {X U Y 1 X, Y E Es}, where 
CO is the a-algebra of all Bore1 subsets of [0, 11. Put 
X(X u Y) = ; (lx(A) + lY(N), 
where the operator A generates a maximal commutative von Neumann algebra 
A. Therefore, MA = A and 
lx(A) = X(XU X) E X(C), 
that is X is maximal by Theorem 3.7. However, X(C) is not contained in B(H)P. 
4. EXAMPLE 
In Lz(R) we consider the so-called normalized coherent states 
g&x) = ~-i/4e-(x-6)‘/2+iwx, ,Cw E R. 
For each complex number E + iw they are eigenvectors of the annihilation 
operator (d/dx) + x. Sometimes one writes 
&V(x) = 7r -1/4e-(Re w)~~&wx- 1/2x2 
with ii = (I + iw)/v’?. Then for each w E C the function g, is an eigenvector of 
the operator 22”‘( (d/dx) + x) with eigenvalue W. 
Definition 8. Let P,,,, w E C, denote the projection on the l-dimensional space 
generated by gw and consider the operator-valued measure X (the Bargmann 
measure) on the g-algebra C of all Bore1 sets in C, defined by 
with du dw the usual Lebesgue measure in R2. 
Theorem 4.1. (i) X is an efict-valued measure on C. 
(ii) For the annihilation operator a = l/&‘(x + (d/dx)) and the creation op- 
erator a+ = 1 x&(x - (d/dx)) we have 
n=;isPwdudv, a+ = 1 sj’ wP, du dv. 
TC 
Proof. We use the ‘Bargmann representation’. Following [l] let F denote the 
weighted L2-space consisting of entire analytic functions with inner product 
The integral transform 
f - (-Q-)(z) = 7 &,q)f(q) dq 
--oo 
with 
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A(z, q) = 7rM114 exp -; (z2 + q2) + &q} 
establishes a unitary mapping from L2(R) onto 3. One has (see [l]): 
l (As,)(z) = e -1/2~w~2+iImde~z 
l e, defined by e,(z) = ewZ is a reproducing kernel in 3, i.e. (cp, ew)F = p(w), 
l dad-’ = d/dz, da+d-’ = z. 
For full consideration see [4]. 
(i) The rr-additivity of X is obvious. Further let f E Lz(R), cp = df and l72 = 
AP, A-‘. Then 
i f (n,p)(z) dudv = J e (e,, p)Feew(z) dudv 
c 7r 
=Jj-q cp(w)e”dudv = (cp, eZ) = p(z). 
(ii) Just apply all mentioned operators on the coherent states. q 
The Bargmann space 3 can be considered as a closed subspace of the weighted 
L2-space 
3ext = L2 
e-Cx2 +Y*) 
dx dy 
lr > 
with inner product 
(cp7$) = !+(x,Y)rp(x,Y) 
e-(x*+Y*) 
dxdy. ~ 
The projection 
PF: L2 
,-(x*+Y*) 
dxdy -+3 
97 > 
is realized by 
(P~cp)(z) = $ ewz’cp(u, v) G dudv, w=u+iv. 
We prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let f E Lm(R2) and let Af denote the bounded multiplication op- 
erator by f in 3eXt. Then we have 
PFAfPF=O +-f =O 
Proof. Introduce the polar coordinates x = r cos cp, y = r sin cp and expand 
f(x, Y) = ,=g, a4(r)eiqV a-e. 
Note that the aq(r) are in L,(O, CW) and 
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a4(r) = & ~S(rcos~,rsin~)e-‘q~d~. 
0 
Calculate the matrix elements of ?,A/ in 3 
Ak.l= 
=-- V&ho 7 tkak_[(&)e-‘dt. 
Now if all Ak,l are 0 we find that the moments are 0: 
$ 
tltkuq(&)e-tdt = 0, q E Z, I = max(O, -q), k E N u (0) 
So all a4 are zero and therefore f is zero. q 
Using the preceding lemma we can prove the injectivity, cf. Def. 5, of the 
Bargmann measure. Note that AX(X) = PFA~~PF V’x E C. 
Theorem 4.3. Let f E L,(C) and suppose that flC f (u, u) Ilu+ iv dudv = 0. Then 
itfollows thatf = 0. 
Proof. For all non-negative integers k, 1 we have 
0 = JJ” f (U,u)(lIU+iuZ’, zk)+ dudv 
C 
= 
( 
~f(u,v)(e.+i~,z')+e,+i,(z) ~dudv, k) 
7 
= geGZf(u,v)w’*dudv,zk) 
( r 
= (P,Af z ‘,z~)~ = Jk!&Ak,,. 
F 
From the preceding lemma it follows that f = 0. q 
Lemma 4.4. For f E Lz(R), W = 2-‘/‘(E + iw) we have 
(1) & -7 (gw,f)gwdw=-+f cc 
with A<(x) = e- (c- x)2/fi a multiplication operator. And also 
(2) k-7 (gw,f)gwdt=L*f co 
with 
(B, .+ f)(x) = 7 e-1'4'x-;;+irjx-t) f(t)&,
-m 
B,(x) = (e-x*~4+iwx))/2 T a convolution operator. 
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Proof. The result follows from properties of Fourier integral. Calculate 
(g,,f) = 7 r-‘/4exp 
{ 
- 
-m 
(Re w)~ + fitit - i 12} f(t) dt 
=7T -l/4 _[ ,-W(f-E)Ze-iwy(t) dt. 
The integral in (1) equals 
1 
57 
-t/2 _l p-1/2(x-i)i,iLLJx(jw_~ e-‘12(‘-~)2S(t)e-‘W’dt 
=n -l/2,-@- E’*f(X) 
and the integral in (2) is 
1 _ T-312 
2 
7 { 7 e-W-E)2e -1/2(?-E)‘d< &‘(X-‘f(t)dt. 
-lx -cc 
}
Note that for all E E R the operator A, commutes with the x-multiplication 
operator and for all w E R the operator B, commutes with the dldx-differ- 
entiation operator. •! 
Definition 9. Let Es be the c-algebra of all Bore1 sets in R. Define the positive 
operator valued measures 
n(X) = .I- A,dt, p(Y) = J B,dw. 
x Y 
Therefore, n and p can be interpreted as non-ideal position and momentum 
measurements, respectively. 
Theorem 4.5. The following properties hold: 
(i) 77 and p are efect-valued measures. 
(ii) X -+ Q and X -+ p (so X can be interpreted as a simultaneous non-ideal 
measurement ofposition and momentum). 
(iii) 77 and p are not maximal. 
Proof. (i) Straightforward calculations yield that 
7 A&d<= 1, 
--oo 
_[ B,(x) dw = 6(x). 
The additivity properties are obvious. 
(ii) For an interval [a, b] we can write 
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If instead of [a, b] we consider an arbitrary Bore1 set X c R then the first in- 
tegrals in these equalities have to be replaced by fX,~. 
(iii) For example, let by the contrary the measure n be maximal. By (ii) that 
means n H A. Therefore, MA = Mrl is a commutative von Neumann algebra, a 
contradiction. q 
NOTE 
If an effect-valued measure is known to be maximal this means physically that 
the joint measure of the involved imcompatible observables cannot be im- 
proved. Cf. [8], [9], [lo]. 
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